
MANIFOLD INLET HEADER EXTENSIONS 
 

When auto change-over manifolds require more than one cylinder on each bank, a modular inlet header system is used to extend 
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the gas supply storage capacity. To change a 1x1 manifold to a 2x2 manifold you require; manifold arms (2 off), extension headers 
(2 off), corner headers (2 off) and cylinder leads (2 off). To extend a 2x2, or larger manifold, by one cylinder on each bank you 
require; extension headers (2 off) and cylinder leads (2 off). This modular inlet header system, together with the associated 
individual component part numbers is detailed in the following pages. 
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To extend a 1x1 manifold to a 3x3 manifold you need; manifold arms (2 off), extension headers (4 off), corner headers (2 off) and cylinder leads (4 off). 
To extend a 2x2 manifold to a 4x4 manifold you need; extension headers (4 off) and cylinder leads (4 off). 
 
The method of ordering a manifold by the specification method listed in the individual manifold sheets, (eg. M120-800-OXY-3x3-
01), is an “all inclusive” system. There is no need to order all the components, including inlet header components as individual 
items when using this ordering method.    
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LOW COST 2X2 INLET EXTENSION KIT 
In situations where the user requires a 2x2 auto change-over 

 there is a lower cost option than using the standard 
 header system. There less parts than a modular 2x2 
 and it requires less installation work since there is no 

xtension header brackets to the mounting 
 limitations to this option: 

it can only be used with stainless steel braided or stainless
steel convoluted leads (ie. not copper pigtails), 
if the systems requires future extension to the s
capacity, (greater than a 2x2), then it has to be fully 
replaced with the modular system.    
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MODULAR INLET HEADER EXTENSION COMPONENTS 
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MEDCIAL GASES     
(metric system) 
Oxygen  MA10 G0525-OXY  G0526-OXY 519024 
Air  MA10 G0525-AIR G0526-AIR 519024 
Nitrous Oxide  A30 525-N2O 6-N2O M  G0  G052 518847 
Carbon Dioxide  A30 525-CO2 6-CO2 M  G0 G052 518847 
Carbogen™  MA30 G0525-CARB G0526-CARB 518847   
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